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Abstract
We didn’t start the fire, it was always burning since
technology became integrated into wearable things that
can be traced back to the early 1500s. This earliest forms
of wearable technology were manifested as pocket
watches. Of course technology changed and evolved, but
again it might be the watch, now in form of a wrist worn
smart watch, that could carve the way towards an always
on, large scale, planet spanning, body sensor network.
The challenge arises on how to handle this enormous scale
of upcoming smart watches and the produced data. This
work highlights a strategy on how to make use of the
massive amount of smart watches in building goal
oriented, dynamically evolving network structures that
autonomously adapt to changes in the smart watch
ecosystem like cells do in the human organism.
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The Smart* Age?
The uncountable and rising amount of ’Smart-X’ devices
(X ∈ {Phone, Tablet, Boards, P ills, etc.}) peaked in the
recent development of Smart Watches [2]. These Smart
Watches are seen as the ultimate unobtrusive and
pervasive devices, as mankind is used to wear it since ages.
The embedded technology in these watches, allows (i) to
use it as an explicit monitoring and controlling unit for
various applications (e.g., smart energy management [6])
and (ii) using sensor technology to infer user activities and
take implicit actions according to the reasoned situation of
the user. The situation of the user itself cannot be sensed
with only one, the ’self-worn’ Smart Watch, rather the
Smart Watch needs to dynamically shape connections to
surrounding smart devices in the environment to get the
needed information adapted to the situation of the user.

Figure 1: Exemplarily shown distributed Smart Watch
ensembles with (i) Iconographic visualization of user
controllable household devices and their corresponding realtime
electrical power consumption and (ii) visualization of the
reasoned user activities in applying machine learning
methodologies [6].

We envision, that one is moving, one is living, one is
acting as usually but in the background automatically and
autonomously, the correct selection of information
delivering and controllable devices is done without
thinking on it. Being in the smart device age, not the
Smart Phone is the platform that should be used for
implementing the activity and context recognition
methodologies to implicitly control the various smart

gadgets surrounding us. We see Smart Watches (as
shown in Figure 1), that deliver comparable processing
capabilities at a much smaller size than Smart Phones,
and additionally being worn at a fixed position (mostly at
the wrist) that positively affects machine learning
algorithms, as the upcoming platform for implementing
wearable systems to affect the environment in an explicit
or implicit way. Up until now we talk about Smart
Watches but they are more or less feature watches that
offer impressive processing power. The software is missing
that bridges the gap to make them really smart. This is
true for a single watch, but even more if we see the already
deployed Smart Watches as a complex organism that can
dynamically be used for large scale data acquisition,
interpretation and implicit or explicit actuator control.

Smart & Goal Oriented Behaviour
The managing of the complexity of nowadays
ICT-Systems goes far beyond the administration of
individual software and hardware components [11]. The
integration of a vast heterogeneity of smart devices and
gadgets into a large-scale cooperative network, as
everything is accessible via the Internet gets more and
more important. This massive raise of complexity appears
to be approaching the limits of human capability, yet the
march towards increased interconnectivity and integration
rushes ahead unabated. Nevertheless, this rally could
make the dream of pervasive computing possible [3].
Trillions of devices connected all over the world are
accessible using standardized Internet protocols [14].
Systems will become, or are already, too massive and too
complex for even the most skilled system integrators to
install, configure, optimize, maintain, and merge. Future
systems have to manage themselves according to stated
goals of users [8]. The common objective is that a goal
specifies at an abstract level what the system should
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achieve but not how. Multiple paths exist at each point in
time on how the goal can be achieved. New components
integrate as effortlessly as new cells establish themselves
in the human body. Especially when we think about
wearables like Smart Watches, that can appear and
disappear dynamically, a goal oriented ensemble formation
process directed by the intent [5] of the user or an
explicitly stated goal [9], can be the solution to utilize the
possibilities of this large scale sensor network. The need
evolves to deal with self-described Smart Watches that
advertise their capabilities (for example (i) raw sensor
data, (ii) classified activities and context or (ii) social
relations) as a service delivering entity. These services can
be dynamically orchestrated during runtime based on the
availability of Smart Watches and the users’ goals.
Orchestrating the needed services dynamically and in an
autonomous manner frees users from the burden to
manually configure and maintain all devices and services
they need to achieve their goals. The complexity of large
scale ensembles, that change dynamically in the
background can be hidden, and information can be
presented to users in an reasonable style.

Adaptive Nerve System
Rethinking the traditional bottom-up construction of
wearable systems (e.g., body sensor networks) [12], where
application development started with the deployment of
new sensors, we must see the plethora of already deployed
Smart Watches as a chance to bring top-down, goal
oriented processes out in the wild. The missing
methodology to realize goal oriented, Smart Watch based
networks is to establish a linking framework that
dynamically instantiates pathways to exchange information
between the nodes as exemplarily shown in Figure 2.
These nerve fibres must not be static and fixed as they are
in the human nervous system. They have to be a set of

flexible, dynamically changing connections adapted to the
goals and the availability of Smart Watch entities in the
ecosystem. The configured cells itself behave dynamically
and can expand, shrink, merge, split or dissolve like e.g.,
community structures in social networks evolve.

Figure 2: Smart Watch ensembles or cells are dynamically
configured and adapted according to persons’ goals and the
dynamic availability of Smart Watches in the environment.

To dynamically build the nerve system, methodologies
have to be developed to (i) being able to annotate the
services so that they can be explored by other devices, (ii)
to define interface methodologies to overcome the diverse
types of connections (e.g., Cellular Networks, Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, NFC), (iii) to define protocols that can handle
and describe the heterogeneous types of data that can be
emitted from the Smart Watches and (iv) to build up a
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common vocabulary based on ontologies so that the
Smart Watches can understand each other and talk the
same language. Beside the pure technological challenges
on implementing the dynamic linking and service
orchestration, one has also to take in consideration the
social structures and possible information exchange.
Accompanying the controllable security concerns, like
secure connections and identification of participating
devices, we also have to think about the trustworthiness
of devices and their delivered data. How can we assure
that the presented information is not spoofed?

In the future we will see several Smart Watches that offer
similar services. To be able to use them efficiently in a
dynamic, human cell based network structure, we need
methodologies on how to identify and to decide which
Smart Watches are included in the cells and which are
not. Although the processing capabilities of the formed
networks will be reasonable, they are still limited and have
to be used as efficiently as possible. The selection
strategy for including devices into ensembles has to
depend on (i) the total amount of devices that have been
identified in the environment that fit the goal, (ii) the
expected quality of the delivered data, (iii) the update
frequency, and (iv) the power that is needed to transmit
the data and do the processing and reasoning steps.
Especially the consideration of energy consumption is of
highly importance when we talk about a dynamic network
of Smart Watches. Users will only grant access to their
Smart Watches if the runtime decline will be negligible, or
is at least not affecting their daily usage.

We envision a goal oriented approach for handling the
expected massive amount of Smart Watches. We have to
implement methodologies that break users’ goals down
into the selection of the appropriate Smart Watches or

more generally their offered services. This process offers
great flexibility during runtime but consumes processing
time during the setup of the system due to the necessity
of goal translation, selection of needed Smart Watches,
establishing of connections and finally setting up needed
reasoning techniques to fuse [7, 8] the data.

Even if the Small World Effect, that would allow us to
instantiate a connection from each randomly selected
Smart Watch to another randomly selected one with less
than 7 hops holds [13], we know from studying human
cognitive processes [1] that the combination of both, the
bottom-up, and the top-down approach yields to the best
results. We have to find methodologies on how to collect
experience on which goals and connections are used most
often. If we have this knowledge, we can pre-fetch and
pre-cache the needed resources. In doing so, we can
combine both, the bottom-up strategy that reacts fast and
in an autonomic manner to different, long term learned
circumstances, and the top-down strategy that adapts to
the intent, or more formal, to the goal of the users.

Scenario: Smart Energy Management
As a proof of concept we built a prototypical setup for a
smart energy management system to reduce power losses
in homes. This is achieved by turning devices off that are
not used or are in standby mode [4, 6, 10]. As controlling
instance for the users we chose a Smart Watch (as shown
in Figure 1) that presents the currently available energy
consumers, their realtime energy consumption, and allows
to switch power consumers on and off remotely. Without
the need of a central control entity, thus working in a
distributed mode, the Smart Watches detect the useable
devices for saving energy dependent on the Smart
Watches’ goal to reduce energy consumption. As one
Smart Watch does not necessarily have access to all
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devices (e.g., du to limits in the communication range),
information is dynamically shared between the involved
Smart Watches to represent the whole situation. To
realize this dynamic system behaviour, the Smart Watches
and the Energy Consumers advertise their services and
can be orchestrated to ensembles or cells based on the
collected information. This overcomes the limitation that
each Smart Watch has only a partial view of the system
that is caused by limited communication ranges. The fact
that a smart home is of highly dynamic nature, as people
come and go and take their Smart Watches with them
(thus they appear and disappear in an unpredictable way),
accompanied by dynamic communication structure
changes (caused by transmission channel degradation),
underpins the necessity to handle the cells on a dynamic,
adaptive, and goal oriented level.

As this is obviously easy for a ’single’ household with only
one Smart Watch, the handling gets much more complex
in family households with four or more involved people
and Smart Watches. Even so we showed the feasibility of
our goal oriented solution in such environments, we see it
only as a starting point for a large scale dynamic,
autonomous Smart Watch network for energy
management. We see the single Smart Watch at the
lowest level of granularity, that is comparable to a
unicellular organism. In aggregating the unicellular
organisms to more complex, multicellular organisms we
can build arbitrary complex organisms. Related back to
smart energy management systems based on Smart
Watches, we can see a family household as a multicellular
organisms that is based on simpler unicellular organisms.
Developing this idea further, we envision entire city
organisms that are based on house organisms, entire
country organisms that are based on city organisms, and
so on. This can finally lead us to a world spanning

superorganism of Smart Watches for energy management
based on a goal oriented, dynamic, and adaptive behavior.

Conclusions
The massive amount of available wearables recently
peaked in the development of Smart Watches. To handle
this unstoppable, essential, and massive raise of wearables,
new paradigms and methodologies have to be developed.
The complexity of the evolving large scale, globe spanning
networks will not be manageable by traditional ones. In
this paper we presented a new, goal oriented, top-down
methodology to overcome the limitations of nowadays,
mostly static methods, in dynamically and autonomously
shaping and connecting cells and nerves to build
arbitrarily complex organisms. We envision that the Smart
Watch is the upcoming building block for such organisms,
accentuated by the just taking place integration of SIM
Cards, leading to network reachability all over the planet.
We presented a Smart Energy Management scenario at
household level that already utilizes the goal oriented
approach in combination with Smart Watches that
proofed its feasibility. Smart Watches are the upcoming
wearable technology that will expand and enrich today’s
available Smart* - ecosystem of devices, resources, and
services. To exploit their full potential, we have to
investigate into methods that enable their dynamic, goal
oriented, seamless, and effortless integration into large
scale vibrant networks rather than just being stand alone
entities. Shaping goal oriented multicellular organisms,
that enable a top-down, adaptive and autonomous
orchestration and presentation of Smart Watches, is the
solution to the overwhelming amount and complexity of
todays available wearables. It allows to identify cells in the
superorganism given a specific goal, and to dynamically
reorganize and relink them into new evolving organisms
that best fit their purpose in an autonomous manner.
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